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Jupiter is the Only Platform That Provides Consistency For
Multigrade Classrooms and Teachers
The Challenge
Education leaders at NNEC grappled to address the unique needs of their
small-scale, multigrade classrooms. Leaders desired a platform that offered
uncomplicated and immediate tech support with embedded options for
accessible staff training. Leaders realized that classrooms would benefit from
one streamlined platform that was easy to use and served as a central hub for
the district's SIS, gradebook, and communications log. Providing teachers with
an easy way to set up and monitor multigrade classrooms became NNEC's
Education department's central concern.
Choosing Jupiter
Given that NNEC's schools served multiple grade levels and content areas
within small classroom settings, leaders had to select the optimal solution to fit
their needs. The ability to set up multigrade classrooms in Jupiter, combined
with a high level of customer service, provided NNEC with an inclusive platform
that would benefit all stakeholders. From requiring access to a library of
training resources to receiving help within fifteen minutes of requests, NNEC
had a direct connection to Jupiter when they needed it and were pleased with
the responsiveness of the tech support team.
The Outcome
After adopting Jupiter across NNEC's campuses, teachers embraced the ability
to quickly set up classrooms consisting of various grade levels and content
areas. In addition, parents and students utilized Jupiter's features to track
progress in the moment and monitor the timely completion of assignments.
The robust program provided NNEC with the ideal solution they were looking
for, enabling schools to train staff and provide immediate tech support as
needed. Leaders continue to be amazed at how Jupiter acts as a central hub
connecting all stakeholders, with teachers affirming the platform's ease in
setting up and maintaining classroom attendance, assignments, and communications.

“

Jupiter is the answer for our biggest challenge: multigrade
classrooms!

Sonia Edwards, Education Superintendent of Northern New England Conference

The Client
Northern New England Conference of
Seventh-Day Adventists (NNEC),
headquartered in Westbrook, Maine,
has an Education department consisting of 9 schools, spanning Pre-K to
12th grade, with a total student
enrollment of 230 and 30 staff
members.

Challenge
At NNEC, providing consistent support
for multigrade classrooms across
several campuses was the main
problem to solve. Leaders identified a
need for a single platform to serve as
the Student Information System (SIS),
grade book, and parental communication portal. In addition, district leaders
preferred a scalable, user-friendly, and
all-encompassing program to serve as
the district-wide Learning Platform..

Solution
NNEC appreciates Jupiters' robust
grading and communication features
enabling teachers to track student
progress while teaching several grade
levels at once. Parents appreciate the
ability to access student information
quickly, finding the platform both
intuitive and informative to use. In
addition, Jupiter's training guides are
so beneficial to use that teachers rely
on them to onboard new staff
members.

www.jupitered.com
888-367-6175

